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Representations of the past:

Crowdsourced     vs.       Expert-written
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Data extraction

 EN Wikipedia: 3M dates; 54,401 article pages
 Britannica: 326K dates; 27,045 article pages
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How do the descriptions of national 
histories in English Wikipedia compare 

to the corresponding articles in 
Britannica?

1. Temporal dimension
2. Topical dimension
3. Linguistic differences
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General patterns of coverage
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Collected dates per encyclopedia

EN Wikipedia: 3M dates vs. Britannica: 326K dates

 Uneven distribution, peaks around 1500s, 1800s, 1900-10ss, and 1940s
 Strong bias towards the 20th century
 Wikipeidia: visibly high peak in 1940s
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National focal points

Our definition: National focal points – time periods of 
significantly high mentions, compared 
to a random expectation model
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Null Model intuition

country A:

country B:

country ...

country ...

COUNTRY TIMELINES: EXPECTED DATES DISTRIBUTION:
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Focal points: selected countries

 cosine similarity between .92 (Argentina) and -.55 (Morocco), average .45
 Disagreements: Germany (1940s), France, Italy
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Most distinct vocabulary
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 Main article texts 
 1,000 most frequent words in 

each dataset
  1,219 words union
  X2 test of independence

 Britannica: vocabulary with 
religious and philosophical 
connotations, geographical 
terms

 Wikipedia: political and 
military vocabulary
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Summary of similarities:

Public and expert-written narratives about history:
  National timelines are on average very similar (.88).

 Both skewed towards more recent events (Recency bias). 
 Both more detailed and equalised coverage for large economies, 

mostly European states, the US, and Australia (Eurocentric bias).
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Summary of differences

Britannica: 
– conflicts with underlying religious 

tensions (French Wars of Religion, 
Crusades of the Catholic Church);

– Vocabulary with religious 
connotations and geographical 
terms.

Wikipedia: 
– Recency bias is more pronounced;
– Over-proportional emphasis on well-

known conflicts and wars (French 
revolution, WWII);

– Political and military vocabulary, 
numerals, famous named entities.

History as a sequence of political events Overall, sociocultural, spatial, and territorial 
concept of history
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More info:
http://annsamoilenko.wixsite.com/homepage/historical-landscapes

Team
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